COVID-19 PREVENTION

HEALTH MEASURES FOR NPPs

GENERAL MEASURES ON SITE

MONITORING SYMPTOMS

• If symptoms appear, do not come to site. Notify your general practitioner, your manager, and the Health and Safety Authority.
• According to the Institut Pasteur, you may develop headaches, muscle ache and tiredness before a fever.
• If you get these symptoms while on site, inform your manager, and contact the medical centre by dialing - - -

SOCIAL DISTANCING

• Floor markers have been added for social distancing in closed-off areas where people may gather.

GETTING AROUND SITE

Shared shuttle buses: follow the rule - nobody beside you, behind you, in front of you (1 row in 2, 1 seat in 2)
Prioritise travelling on foot
Limit the number of people in elevators
Ventilate: open windows whenever possible when using shuttles and when in offices, to ensure air flow

MEALTIMES

A few measures among others: Mandatory handwashing before entering the canteen
Extended lunchtime opening hours from 11:30am to 2pm to restrict numbers
Provision of individual sachets of sauces and seasonings, individual bottles of water or equivalent arrangements, distribution of tableware and bread at the till using an individual paper napkin
Layout of chairs in staggered rows in eating areas, and removal of every other chair
Payment card swiped by the employee

CLEANING

Twice daily disinfection*

• Trays for personal belongings used at the site entrance
• Turnstiles: keypads / pass readers, central bars, intercoms
• Door handles in common areas (changerooms, toilets, meeting rooms, corridors, etc.)
• Staircase handrails in high-footfall areas
• Elevator control buttons
• COLIMO stations
• Tables and desks in meeting rooms and offices identified as essential for the Business Continuity Plan
• Changerooms and toilets, including the opening mechanisms inside and outside of shower cubicles and toilets (turbine hall for all units, and radiologically controlled area)
• Main control room corridors (doors to toilets, kitchen, washing facilities)

HANDWASHING

Wash your hands (water + soap or gel or wipes) several times a day – for at least 20 seconds.
Wash your hands before going to your workstation

Remember!
To avoid all direct contact when going through turnstiles, remember to use the corner edge of your pass to type in your code, and to use your elbow to push the barrier!

INFO
The twice-a-day surface cleaning is the regime recommended for hospitals during the current crisis

COVID-RISK AND RISK ASSESSMENT

If a worksite presents a Covid-19 risk in addition to existing hazards, this must be taken into account in the risk assessment performed prior to work execution.

For every work step, the requirement is to examine if the step gives rise to a risk of close contact. Additional mitigation measures for individual and collective protection are then defined according to the type of work.

CONTROLLED AREA MEASURES

CLEANING

Disinfection of ‘potential bodily contact areas’ relating to C2 monitors, small articles monitors, and multi-function readers for RCA entry: twice per shift during periods with shift-rostered worksites, otherwise twice a day, at a minimum, and twice-a-day cleaning for other changerooms.

SOCIAL DISTANCING

Postings at entrances to cold and hot changerooms reiterate the requirement to comply with social distancing (1m at least) and floor markings.

FURTHER MEASURES ON CONTROLLED AREA ENTRY AND EXIT

Mandatory handwashing on entering changerooms.
Safe distancing of at least 1m during dressing/undressing in changerooms.

Provision in changerooms of new cotton and/or nitrile gloves, to be used to pick up various items including an operational dosimeter.

MEASURE FOR NON-EVEREST SITES:
Mandatory use of personal hardhats in the RCA.

MEASURES FOR BOTH EVEREST AND NON-EVEREST SITES:
Personal hardhat is worn and checked when going through the C2 monitor. The front brim of the hardhat maintains a distance between grill and face.

Mandatory handwashing (water + soap/gel/wipes) before going through the C2 monitor, and mandatory shower in case of bodily contact with the C2 protection grills.

In RCAs, any incident of coughing or sneezing in a C2 monitor leads to its segregation pending prompt disinfection.